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Jodie Foster and Michael J Fox
lead anti-Trump protest

By Ian Youngs Entertainment & arts reporter, BBC News, February 2017
Jodie Foster and Michael J Fox have led an anti-Donald Trump protest two days before the Oscars in
Los Angeles.
Foster, a double Oscar winner, said she rarely spoke out in public but that it was now "time to show
up".
Back to the Future star Fox told the crowd "we are the lucky ones" and that he wanted to "share a
little of that luck" with refugees who want to enter the US. He told a rally that he considered himself
an optimist but that he saw a growing intolerance and lack of compassion and empathy in the world
around us.
He added that he believed "in the power of the arts to change not just our hearts but the world".
Foster, meanwhile, said the rally was "exactly the way to celebrate our industry, to celebrate artistic
expression and our commitment to humanities on screen and off".
She did not air her views in public often, she told the crowd during her impassioned speech. "I'm not
somebody who's very comfortable using my public face for activism. But this year is a very different
year and it's time to show up. It's a singular time in history. It's time to engage."
She added: "When we get to celebrate excellence in film like we're doing today, like we're doing this
week, we can't forget that this industry is in the business of humanism.
"It's that compassion that makes us strong. It's doing the right thing that makes us just."
The rally comes ahead of an Academy Awards ceremony that is likely to be highly politically charged.
Mr Trump has previously been dismissive of celebrity protests and of stars who have criticised him,
such as Meryl Streep.
The rally was also shown a video message from an Oscar-nominated Iranian film director who has
said he is staying away from Sunday's ceremony following Mr Trump's attempt to ban travel from
Iran and six other mainly Muslim countries.
Also on Friday, all the nominees for best foreign language film issued a joint statement denouncing
the current "climate of fanaticism and nationalism".
They said: "Regardless of who wins the Academy Award for best foreign language film on Sunday, we
refuse to think in terms of borders.
"We believe there is no best country, best gender, best religion or best colour. We want this award
to stand as a symbol of the unity between nations and the freedom of the arts."
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